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The April 2010 Great Performances airing of Hamlet (with David Tennant and 
Patrick Stewart; directed by Gregory Doran), along with all else quirky about it, caps 
what seems to be a trend in recent film adaptations, dating from at least Zeffirelli's with 
Mel Gibson in 1991, which is to rearrange the sequence of Hamlet's 2.2 and 3.1 
soliloquies, and, often, along with taking the "To be" out of order, patch the logical 
Ophelia / Nunnery scene that comes right after into the early section of 2.2. In other 
words, at the point where Polonius offers to "board" Hamlet and question him privately 
(2.2.170), nearly the entirety of scene 3.1 gets inserted. The precedent dates to the 
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1603 First Quarto, but everything else about the first quarto deserves its "bad" quarto 
designation and is rarely part of production choices—unless there is a deliberate 
attempt to study the 1603 text as a separate artifact. Why rearrange the two speeches 
and the action adjacent to them and accept nothing else about the validity of the 1603 
quarto? In classes, I think it is important to distinguish between the results of this 
production choice and the text as almost always printed (either the second quarto or 
that 1604 text as informed by the Folio, now more often termed the "conflated" text). 
One might make the case that the streamlining of the action of the performed text is 
likely the convenience of an actor and directorial choice. Psychologically, it may seem as 
if a Hamlet who revisits his brooding and melancholy within 55 lines of him coming up 
with his brilliant idea to "catch the conscience of the king" is on an emotional roller 
coaster.  Does it not make more sense to deal with Hamlet's melancholy that is 
apparent in the "To Be or Not to Be?" and then bring in the players?  Well, that's not 
exactly how Shakespeare (in the second quarto) or his company (in the Folio) left the 
play.  
In appreciating the text and in distinguishing production choices from the 
complete play, the back-and-forth quality of Hamlet's soliloquies needs to be justified. 
He says he is suicidal in 1.2; he is triumphantly planning in 2.2; then he contemplates 
the afterlife again in 3.1. He gets a resolve to confront his mother (3.2). Then, on the 
way to her, he states a moral reason to not yet kill Claudius at 3.3.  Furthermore, do 
not Hamlet's lines about opposing, taking arms against a "sea of troubles" countered 
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with bearing the "oppressor's wrong" suggest that he has formed his plan to confront 
the king?   
 Marvin Rosenberg, in The Masks of Hamlet, has this to say at the place where 
Hamlet is instructed to walk in the lobby, II, ii: 
In Q1 Hamlet has the To be or not to be soliloquy and the nunnery scene 
with Ophelia now, and some actors follow that scheme. The brooding on 
death, the choice between being and notbeing, are by some actors and 
critics thought to follow naturally [end 386] the reports of Hamlet's 
depression and irrationality.  But for so crucial a soliloquy, and then the 
engagement with Ophelia, to be followed by the verbal games with 
Polonius, and with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, seems to me to diminish 
what went before.  Rylance, for instance, using the Q1 form, had risen to 
such a peak through the nunnery scene that the II, ii material that came 
after seemed to me to sag anticlimactically--the only slack in the staging.  
Much better if the soliloquy comes after the arrival of the actors, to be 
then followed by the rising emotional temperature of the nunnery scene 
and the switch to Hamlet's intense preparation of the actors for the 
Mousetrap, and that climax. In his II, ii entrance Hamlet does not seem 
ready for crises; we have not yet seen him surrounded and hounded by 
Claudius' spies, and he hardly yet faces the crucial option--the plan to 
validate the Ghost through the Mousetrap--that could allow him to 
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proceed to revenge--or suicide?  This comes only after his encounter with 
the actors.  Only then, faced with challenging Claudius in open court, does 
he seem to me to become poised between the alternatives. To be or not 
to be. (Rosenberg 386-7) 
In the one production I saw live which adapted this form (ASF in Montgomery AL) I was 
struck that the choice to "streamline" actually forced Hamlet to be on stage almost 
interruptedly, from the moment he enters into the plot to be quizzed by Polonius but 
before Polonius can approach him, he slips into the "To be or not to be," thus 
performing all of his part of 3.1, then (after the Ophelia / Polonius reaction to his 
performance) all of 2.2, ending with his resolve to catch the king. The sheer 
uninterruptedness of this big chunk of his part seemed misguided.  Yes, there are just 
fifty-four lines between the two soliloquies in the Q2/F arrangement, but allowing him 
to be off stage briefly between the two scenes seems more logical. This is 
understandably not quite so noticeable in filmed versions.    
 I have experimented with teaching the alternate sequence of the Tennant 
production twice since the production aired in late April. In my graduate section this 
summer, I probably assumed a consensus, that one cannot but agree with Rosenberg (I 
read his long passage to the class) and conclude that the character of Hamlet is not yet 
developed enough to make full import of "To Be or Not to Be" if it comes early in 2.2. 
After this, we looked at the Branagh version of 2.2 and 3.1, partly, in order to test out 
(and hopefully refute) James Hirsh's theory, that Hamlet knows he is being spied on 
and therefore delivers the most famous meditation in Shakespeare as a "feigned" 
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soliloquy. In other words, Hamlet overhears Polonius and Claudius plotting; and, to 
deliberately mislead them, pretends he presumes there is nothing after this life. Hirsh's 
premise that Hamlet knows he is being overheard and must deliberately lead on the 
two spies, Claudius and Polonius, is obvious, Hirsh reasons, because what mortal who 
had had a visit from a man in purgatory would admit doubt in the form of an 
"undiscovered country / From whose bourn no traveler returns"? Thus, the entire 
meditation on being, not being is a deliberately false plant, as if to decoy the two from 
any indication that he has seen a ghost. 
 On a second attempt to use Tennant's rearrangement to teach the structure, 
recently, for my undergraduate class, I set up a discussion board for reactions to first 
the Branagh 2.2 and 3.1 (in the "right" order) and then the Tennant, which inserted all 
of 3.1. at 170 lines into 2.2. I reinforced a sense of Rosenberg's attitude by inserting 
into the discussion post, this reminder:  
As I pointed out in class, the "take arms against a sea of troubles" and 
"lose the name of action" can mean something very specific if the "To be" 
soliloquy is done in the "correct" order, last: Hamlet has his plan together 
to test the conscience of the king.  If he does "To be" very early, he's 
meditating in a more general sort of way. Or perhaps he is thinking back 
to what he promised the Ghost, that he would revenge. 
Unfortunately, the only student who responded to this thread (entitled "Does the 
meaning IN the soliloquy change as a result of where it is placed?") was one of my 
student actor types. He stated he agreed that the order of the soliloquies does matter, 
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but used no direct evidence. He merely spouted actor-training jargon about how 
important it was to know the arc of the character and understand that the plot unfolds 
in a precise way.  
 My goodness, did I just say the only response in a thread that I am proposing is 
crucial to teaching the structure of Hamlet?  Well, yes. Because watching the 2.2 / 3.1 
sequence in two comparative productions, the Branagh and then the Tenant, conjures 
up so many other things to talk about: Others in the class who represent theatre 
interests were compelled to discuss costumes. Many took up the invitation to discuss 
other productions they were familiar with (Ethan Hawke, Derrek Jacobi, Mel Gibson, 
Kevin Kline), There developed a broad consensus that a deep and moving relationship, 
jarred apart with Ophelia's impulsive, unplanned revelation, at her reaction to "Where's 
your father?" was convincing with Branagh and Kate Winslet, but totally devoid of 
passion and the deep feelings that "should" come before the disruption with Tennant 
and his Ophelia, Mariah Gale.  Moreover, the other oddities of the Tennant production 
were so severe (despite strong individual performances by some in the supporting 
cast), that it should strike those of us who teach Shakespeare as utterly incongruous 
that the production which is most available to watch (streaming, from the PBS Great 
Performances website) be one that so corrupts the text. Besides the major 
rearrangement of 3.1. in the early part of 2.2, the production chooses to stage the 
Ophelia mad scenes before the very botched staging of Hamlet's last soliloquy, the 
reaction to Fortinbras's militaristic army.  Unlike Branagh's insightful comments which I 
have reproduced on a handout, director Gregory Doran's commentary on the DVD of 
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the Tennant version is almost embarrassingly revealing because it fails to acknowledge 
that the production took major license with textual sequences. In fact, during the 
Polonius interrogation scene, now set after the "To be" soliloquy and Ophelia / nunnery 
sequence, the director comments on how wonderful it is that Hamlet can so shift his 
psyche from the overwrought "To be" to the sly and playful tease he is with Polonius. 
Of course, in this production, he has already established he is being overheard, for the 
"Where's your father?" moment with Ophelia is played as an elaborate discovery by 
Hamlet that a surveillance camera is watching. Presumably, but we are never 
completely sure, Tennant's Hamlet plays the entire rest of 2.2. either aware he is being 
watched, or, in places, talking low so that perhaps the camera might not pick up what 
he is really saying. Then, having dismissed the players and Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern, just at the beginning of the soliloquy that ends the long, 40 minutes or so 
of continuous stage action, he leaps up to the ceiling where he knows the camera is, 
rips it off its brackets and smashes it to the floor, making so over-appropriate the "Now 
I am alone" line, one that this production turns the gesture into a grand gimmick.   
 The soliloquy in response to Fortinbras' army is even more gimmicky. Fortinbras' 
"march" includes the backdrop of a helicopter hovering above the stage. There is no 
actual shot of the 'copter. (It was, according to the commentary, filmed at great 
expense, but cut.)  We witness only the impact of the helicopter, with the Norwegian 
Captain blustering his lines to an overhead camera at an odd angle (presumably 
representing that his chief, Fortinbras, is amassing his army for Poland as an "air 
assault"). Once Hamlet is alone, he sits in the fake snow that has covered the smooth 
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and polished stage surface. He takes out his home movie camera and records the entire 
soliloquy, with the audience witnessing the badly developed footage from the camera 
as he holds it in front of him, that is, through grainy, yellowy lens and black spots 
streaking the screen. We have seen the hand-held movie effect before. Hamlet has 
pulled out the camera for the play scene, and is pointedly recording the king's 
reactions. Occasionally, we have seen the action as if through the measure of the 
camera, or from the observation booth with Polonius and Claudius looking on. 
(Strangely, we even return to a CCTV shot as the duel is being set up in the last scene.) 
But here, the deliberately poor quality of the self recording is just too hard to take 
during the longer soliloquy--even though quite a few lines detailing the over-blown 
Fortinbras are cut.  The director's commentary is equally oblivious to the need to justify 
the rearrangement of scenes, suggesting that a "jump cut" is appropriate in order to 
counterpoint Hamlet's "From this time forth" recommitment to his purpose (end of 4.4) 
to the distraught Laertes, determined to demand answers of the vacillating Claudius, 
which in the Q2 appears two whole scenes later.  
 Lest we not forget, there are, of course, numerous filmed records of "To be" out 
of sequence. Both the Olivier and Mel Gibson have the "To be" follow the foreshortened 
nunnery scene, and both remove Ophelia's soliloquy moment.  Ethan Hawke threads 
the "To Be" into his private film studio playing of a buddha-like Eastern mystic who 
turns the meditation into a soft intellectual patter. Hawke's Hamlet gestures the "To be 
or not to be" by "toying" with putting a pistol to his head, in his mouth, back to his 
head. Finally, he delivers most of the lines while pacing a Blockbuster store, the "Action, 
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Action, Action" aisle in the background, counter pointing his indecision.  Campbell Scott 
takes "To be" early in 2.2, just before Polonius's boarding of Hamlet, but positions the 
Ophelia / Hamlet encounter where it should be, after the players are instructed and 
with an elaborate spying cupboard for Polonius and Claudius to hide in very well 
indicated.  
Peter Brook's understated Hamlet totally omits the "To Be." Ambroise Thomas' 
Opera takes many other liberties: Thomas's opera of Hamlet stages the "To be" just 
before Claudius prayer scene. In the Metropolitan Opera's recent staging of this, Hamlet 
was in view, overhearing the entire prayer soliloquy.  Grandiose operatic conventions 
allow that Hamlet can flamboyantly threaten "Now I'll do it," then go back into hiding. 
Claudius calls for help thinking he has seen a ghost. And Hamlet, again overhearing, is 
devastated when Polonius comes to Claudius's aid and makes it clear that he is 
knowledgeable (an accomplice) to the murder of his father. Hamlet disintegrates 
because the father of the woman he loves is an accomplice to his own father's murder.  
The expectations of operatic convention give all of the penultimate act to Ophelia's 
madness. There are two scripted endings to the opera; in Thomas's, original (preserved 
in the Barcelona recorded DVD), Hamlet lives and becomes king ending. Thomas was 
just about forced –or felt obliged to write for the London premiere-- restoring at least 
part of Shakespeare's tragic demise of dying in the act of revenge, the version which 
the New York Met stages.   
 Adaptation, not Shakespeare's intent, of course has been an undeniable force in 
re-situating the dilemma of Hamlet. There is Hamletmachine, Hamlet Goes Business, 
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and Let the Devil Wear Black. Appropriations border on the reclamation of Hamlet for a 
post-modern society. Branagh’s commentary for Hamlet reminds us that his In the 
Bleak Midwinter functioned as a demo tape for his backers so he could prove to them 
his grander scale Hamlet film had merit. Indeed, when one of my quieter students 
declared that "Hamlet is post-modern" –or that it helped him to experience the film 
from a perspective of and supported it with what is likely a mis-application of the 
famous quotation from David Foster Wallace, that "revelation of imprisonment led to 
freedom."  He stressed that "the mainstays of postmodern literature-- irony, self-
reflexivity, and meta-narrative-- are devices that are featured somewhat prominently in 
Hamlet." And, more than other students (many of whom were discomforted by the 
direct address to the camera), he captured the essence of the discomfort of the direct 
address in Tennant's production. Most of the longer soliloquies are staged so that most 
of the way through them, the character finds the camera and begins to speak directly 
to it. What is problematic here as that the Closed-Circuit TV surveillance system is laid 
on top of this effect that stresses a direct address to the camera in most soliloquies. 
Most disappointing to me, after studying the Branagh scene in some detail (the 
commentary track on the DVD is transcribed for my audience's benefit, supplied as a 
handout), the corresponding commentary for the To be or not to be in the Tennant 
production digressed into the circumstances of the shooting: it seems that the actors 
came to the set and discovered most equipment stolen, so their only "choice" was to 
figure out a scene they could record with very minimal staging.  
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Editors have more recently have acknowledged that there is some value in 
noticing Q1's proximity in places, to the more finished texts. Could it be a record of a 
staged pared down performance? Is it more likely to be Shakespeare's working draft 
and that he within a year or so had so transformed the sketch of action that he bought 
out the Q1 printer's copies? In a previous paper, for Rocky Mountain Medieval 
Renaissance Society in 2002, I speculated that, because of the proliferation of not just 
inferior but of horribly off- key lines of dialogue, parts of Q1 ring like a parody.  (My 
own recent "take" on this is a creative piece for my writer's group, "Marcellus Just 
Couldn't Hack It," where suggest the "hack" poet of Q1 thought he could fiddle with 
Shakespeare, as partially received by the actor playing Marcellus, and insert a tiny bit of 
parody.  
I find it surprising that editors like Ann Thompson, of the new Arden edition, do 
not account for the wild discrepancies between Q1 and the other texts. (Only recently 
have I obtained the second volume of the New Arden, containing the separated Q1 
then the Folio texts, of which more later.) In their main text, the edited Q2, Thompson 
and her co-editor Neil Taylor gloss certain distinctions between texts, such as noting 
that "Whereas" is printed as two words, not one, in the Q1, but they give little 
indication of the radical differences. Like Ron Rosenbaum, who writes of “One Text of 
Hamlet, or Three,” in his New Yorker article and in that chapter of his The Shakespeare 
Wars, I have learned more from Bernice Kliman's method, of laying out parallel texts. 
(She co-edits the Three Text Hamlet and is responsible for making available the 
Enfolded Hamlet, comparing Q2 and F as an overlaid text with brackets and colored 
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typefaces marking the distinctions. For my 2002 effort, I prepared my own version of a 
three-text Hamlet, collating a printed text of the Enfolded with Q1 by cutting and 
pasting the Q1 onto the recto pages. It was most instructive.  
 After I conducted my week-long class review of the two versions of each of these 
scenes. I polled my small class. Over half admitted they would not have noticed the 
rearranged soliloquies. My own super-awareness of the disordered scenes at the time of 
the original airing was heightened, I am sure, by not just years of teaching the play by 
charting the progress through the soliloquies (originally modeled by Philip J. 
Finkelpearl), but from having watched, just prior to the April 2010 airing, the climactic 
performance event of Season Two of Slings and Arrows, the Canadian soap opera of a 
fictional Canadian New Burbage Theatre Festival. (It is now available as a boxed DVD.) 
The maverick young director, suspecting the visiting guest artist called in to perform his 
predecessor's Macbeth is undermining his authority, dismisses the visiting Macbeth 
actor. The scared understudy is thrust into the role and everyone backstage realizes he 
has launched into the wrong soliloquy, taking the two major early Macbeth soliloquies 
out of order.  The crew and actors in the wings respond with a concerned alarm, but 
communicate the message to the nervous actor just in time for him to recover.  When 
the Tennant Hamlet aired in late April, I had almost the equivalent alarm as the back 
stage actors and crew when their hardworking understudy had, because of a nervous 
mistake, launched into the later soliloquy first. Oh my god they have rearranged the 
text! But I was primed for it, as well, having witnessed one notable attempt to follow 
the Q1 order with the rearrangement in a stage production (2002, Montgomery's ASF), 
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and having had some familiarity with the debates about the Q1.  There's a convenience 
in the Q1 order for this reason: the Ophelia issue can follow directly after Polonius's 
proposal to “loose” his daughter to him, and that big chunk of the play can be dealt 
with before the issue of Hamlet's misbehavior opens up with Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern's encounter.  This was very evident with the Gibson arrangement, and I 
am afraid this Zeffirelli-directed effort is an easy film to teach enough of the play with. 
When the players finally arrive, Hamlet's resolve to use them is not put on hold by his 
indecision or by the previously plotted spy scene proposed by Polonius.  But this simply 
defies Shakespeare's tendency to weave two strands of action as counter to each other. 
Later in the play, Polonius makes a proposal for another spying encounter, and the plot 
does not get to it immediately. When he feels he has not completely proved his case, 
he offers to hide in Gertrude's room. But the play scene intervenes. Likewise, involving 
his daughter seems out of place when placed before Polonius's one-on-one with 
Hamlet. IF Shakespeare was revising his own text, he did so brilliantly. And if the Q1 
represents the altered state after the finished London version so that a smaller 
company could tour it, the reduced Hamlet of the Q1 is, conveniently so streamlined it 
imitates some of the chopped apart performance texts of the late 20th century.  
 
 When the Great Performance site offers the film streaming, at no subscription 
cost, the temptation is to assign it as a requirement. I could tell many had done their 
homework.  But in future I will encourage the viewing with very strong disclaimers. I 
think I perhaps had gotten away from such an essential step when I encourage viewing 
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of Hamlet productions. Shortly after the Mel Gibson / Zeffirelli became available on 
video, I prepared a long list of alterations of the text. And it is long. Likewise, such a list 
of changes might be necessary for the regular integration of this production. It is 
probably better to encourage viewing of a more "ordered" Hamlet. At our university, 
Kevin Kline's is available, streaming, as well as a most instructive recorded performance 
of a Stratford, Ontario staged version. Richard Burton's Hamlet, is of course a classic of 
recorded live theatre and may also be available as streaming. Despite some of the 
excesses of Branagh’s production, I have to admire it as respectful of order and 
inclusiveness (though there are a few speeches taken out of order.)  
My most recent experiment in teaching the dis-ordered structure of the Tennant 
Hamlet did not take enough into account that there are more disturbing aspects to this 
production: The Ophelia relationship is never convincing. The issue of what camera is 
recording what (or who is supposed to be finding which surveillance camera) is so 
complex it deserves a different paper. Expect students to question the costuming 
choices—which are strange, indeed. The director’s commentary track of the DVD 
pretends that the rearrangement is legitimated by allowing that the three texts of 
Hamlet have rearranged scenes. As I mentioned earlier, this is even more unsettling at 
the point where the partial portion of the Fortinbras soliloquy was placed after the 
Ophelia madness scenes so that the last couplet of Hamlet vowing “my thoughts be 
bloody” cross cuts to the shot of a brooding Laertes, back at court, dealing with his 
revenge instinct in a more direct way (but about to be manipulated by Claudius.)  
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A final comment about the strange elevation of the Q1 by both textual scholars 
and by performance choices. I only recently obtained the "Volume 2" of the New Arden, 
edited by Ann Thompson and Neil Taylor, the complete but separate texts of Q1 and 
the Folio. I am greatly disappointed in their "long awaited" efforts.  Of course, the 
availability of a "clean" text, with names of characters spelled all the way out, makes 
this an appealing study. (The 1603 quarto is, of course, available on line as a facsimile 
text through Michael Best's Internet Shakespeare Editions, University of Victoria.) 
Perhaps more disturbing (or challenging) is that Thompson and Taylor, in a long 
introduction, catalog known performances of the Q1 text, with necessary credit to 
Kathleen O. Irace. They count a production that used the Folio text, but allowed for the 
rearrangement of scene order. They also admit that, in a staged reading of Q1, when 
actors were supposed to be recording the accurate oddities of the Q1, they often 
spontaneously reverted to the better-known phrasing. Despite admitting that a good 
number of productions come off, like Poel's original attempt to stage it in 1881, as 
"barbarously mutilated," they elevate the reactions that describe Q1 for its "muscular 
language," its "vital energy," "merciless pace" and "spare, linear direction" (Thompson 
and Taylor vol. 2, 36-7). 
To me, this elevation of the Q1 text is as tasteless as the recently "performed" 
on NPR Facebook condensation of Hamlet, on last Sunday's Weekend Edition. Better to 
teach Hamlet with the logic of Lewis F. Mott's 1904 PMLA article, "The Position of the 
Soliloquy 'to be or not to be' in Hamlet" (Vol 19, no 1(1904): 26-36.  In his analysis of 
the difference between Q1 and Q2, he succinctly argues for the superiority of the 
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finished Hamlet, making the case that there is a pattern in Q2 of "resolve followed by 
inactivity" (31).  He enumerates five such swings of determined plan followed by 
hesitation and argues that this is what truly makes the play Shakespearean.   
At the Freshman level, I will warn students: Be prepared when you watch a 
Hamlet for a rearrangement of the action and sometimes a massive condensation of the 
plot. Filmed Shakespeare is not just about who is cast and how they play their roles, 
nor about placing the action cleverly in a different historical period, or about bringing 
some modern "gimmickry" to Denmark the prison. Because this is a complex play with 
inter-threaded action and hesitation, we learn something from how each production 
makes a different sense out of Hamlet.  
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[Texts of Hamlet and films mentioned are not listed. Most film versions either stream 
from JSU Library or part of the circulating collection as DVDs, including the David 
Tennant Great Performances Hamlet which at the time of the presentation streamed 
from a PBS link.]  
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Handout for: Teaching the Structure of Hamlet: The "To Be or Not to Be" 
Soliloquy Repositioned in Recent Film Adaptations.  
 
Marvin Rosenberg, in The Masks of Hamlet, has this to say at the place where 
Hamlet is instructed to walk in the lobby, II, ii: 
 
In Q1 Hamlet has the To be or not to be soliloquy and the nunnery scene 
with Ophelia now, and some actors follow that scheme. The brooding on 
death, the choice between being and not being, are by some actors and 
critics thought to follow naturally [end 386] the reports of Hamlet's 
depression and irrationality.  But for so crucial a soliloquy, and then the 
engagement with Ophelia, to be followed by the verbal games with 
Polonius, and with Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, seems to me to diminish 
what went before.  Rylance, for instance, using the Q1 form, had risen to 
such a peak through the nunnery scene that the II, ii material that came 
after seemed to me to sag anticlimactically--the only slack in the staging.  
Much better if the soliloquy comes after the arrival of the actors, to be 
then followed by the rising emotional temperature of the nunnery scene 
and the switch to Hamlet's intense preparation of the actors for the 
Mousetrap, and that climax. In his II, ii entrance Hamlet does not seem 
ready for crises; we have not yet seen him surrounded and hounded by 
Claudius' spies, and he hardly yet faces the crucial option--the plan to 
validate the Ghost through the Mousetrap--that could allow him to 
proceed to revenge--or suicide?  This comes only after his encounter with 
the actors.  Only then, faced with challenging Claudius in open court, does 
he seem to me to become poised between the alternatives. To be or not 
to be. (Rosenberg 386-7) 
 
 
SELECTIONS FROM COMMENTARY, DVD of Kenneth Branagh’s Hamlet at 3.1. 
56 
Here he is about to say the most famous lines in world drama, in English, 
anyway. And remember that he has been sent for, and rather than come 
on, in some arbitrary way to deliver this famous passage, we see him 
coming into a room where he expects other people to be there.  And only 
in catching and contemplating his own visage that he decides to speak.  
 To be or not to be, that is the question ...  
Underneath this is the sense of the growing impact of his behavior, 
having identified, and satirized, and to some extent pilloried Rosencrantz 
and Guildenstern, he knows that that word will have got back to Claudius, 
to Polonius.  He knows that the tension inside the Palace is ratcheting up.  
And in this very famous speech which sits here in the middle of the play, 
which does not advance the plot in any way and could be taken out as a 
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kind of philosophical parenthesis, and the action of the play would not be 
disturbed; nevertheless, seems to offer a moment of Hamlet to consider--
in this increasingly tense situation--whether there is another option, which 
is to check out of life.  
 For in that sleep of death what dreams may come-- 
[Jackson comments on the "number of things going on," mentions the 
acting double, Orlando Seale, asks if it is "particularly onerous" to worry 
about the technicalities of directing, dollies, camera angles, a number of 
takes ... in this particular part of the film.] 
 Dread of something after life-- 
This particular speech, it felt to me that you or doing the 100 meters of 
the acting Olympics, and you're in the final--It is impossible not to 
understand the familiarity, the recognition of those famous opening lines, 
then it's the concentration of what one might call the essential human 
dilemma. Man questions why he is here and what there might be on the 
other side, what death is, and whether it is an attractive option. 
Something that to lesser or later degrees people are asked to consider in 
their own lives ... you're aware of carrying the weight of an extraordinary 
piece of thought.  
 
[Elsewhere, Branagh comments he does not miss the audience as target of soliloquies 
that he might aim for in stage production; here in this film he wants to convey the 
rapidity of Hamlet’s thought. We also learn that every soliloquy is filmed as a single 
camera shot. In Russell Jackson's film diary, we learn how reverent the rest of the cast 
is while the repeated takes of the scene take place. We understand that there is 
specially built flooring to carry directly the weight of the cameras. Here, for this day's 
filming (March 7), Jackson records:  
 
The unit (professional, pragmatic, not consciously inclined to any 
sentimental 'reverence' for the work in hand) seems to be affected by the aura of 
this speech – or perhaps simply by its power? Covers, like large quilts, are piled 
on the camera to damp down the sound of the motor: operator and focus-puller 
huddle under them (page 197).] 
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Full text of the referenced Student discussion board posts 
 
PROMPT: Does the meaning IN the soliloquy change as a result of where it is 
placed? 
 
STUDENT A: I believe that the order of the soliloquy is extremely important. When the 
order of Hamlet's soliloquies is re-arranged it alters the level of suspense, journey, and 
in my opinion movement of the plot. Suspense is something that is extremely important 
for an audience and keeps them from becoming distracted. When the soliloquies in the 
show is changed around it made more sense as far as the moving plot but in terms of 
suspense, I think the levels were spot on exactly how they were written. There is 
something to be said about never knowing what is going to happen next. As an actor 
the journey is a very important part to me for a character. I ask myself where has this 
character been, where is he going, and where will he end up. The rearrangement of the 
soliloquies takes Hamlet through a much more structured journey as an individual. 
Finally, is the movement of the plot. Plot is the most important part of a show. I believe 
that rearranging the soliloquies made for a much more forward moving plot and a well-
rounded story line. 
 
PROMPT: General reaction to Tennant’s Great Performances production.  
 
STUDENT B: Though I initially found some of its sections to be a bit jarring, I found 
this production to be a really rewarding experience. It's especially rewarding, if you look 
at the production as a postmodern interpretation. I think that many of the most 
intriguing parts of Hamlet lend themselves well to and may be precursory to 
postmodernism, and I believe that this production embraces that notion. The mainstays 
of postmodern literature-- irony, self-reflexivity, and meta-narrative-- are devices that 
are featured somewhat prominently in Hamlet. In the best postmodern meta-fiction 
authors felt that to expose hypocrisy and to really show the universals of the human 
experience, writers needed to make the reader aware of the fact that what they were 
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reading was a construction of someone's imagination. The author David Foster Wallace 
described the use of this device by saying that "revelation of imprisonment led to 
freedom." Using this understanding of postmodern devices could help one find the 
Tennant production's" to be or not to be" soliloquy (mainly Hamlet's address to the 
camera/audience) more interesting. When Hamlet seemingly addresses the 
camera/audience the viewer is very aware that they are watching a stage production. 
They are transported out of the insulated world that the play has created so far, but at 
the same time the viewer may pay more attention because they feel that Hamlet is 
speaking directly to them. The viewers experience parallels Hamlet's process of 
pretending to be mad, while he may actually [be] going mad. It's kind of a convoluted 
mess, and it's really just how I interpreted. I'd like to explain it in more depth, but I'm 
pretty embarrassed by how long this post already is. 
 
